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Film cooling holes are distributed mainly on the surface of turbine blades, with center lines at angles to 

the tangential direction. These “inclined micro holes” (IMHs) are difficult to machine because of their 

extremely small diameters, the challenge of cutting metal materials, and the high requirements for 

machining quality/efficiency. To achieve machining of IMHs, we employed an electrochemical 

discharge drilling method. The recast layer, however, remained at the outlet of IMHs due to the turbulent 

flow field and short electrolysis time at the outlet. To improve further the processing quality of IMHs, 

step feedinging of electrode was used to prolong the electrolysis time (i.e., the tool electrode was stopped 

for a short time after penetrating the workpiece). Changing the feed rate and increasing the pause time 

of electrode (PToE) led to continuation of electrolysis after penetration of the electrode out of the IMH. 

Electrochemical dissolution around the IMH was sufficient to improve removal of the recast layer. 

Therefore, IMHs without a recast layer were obtained. Experiments with different PToE were carried 

out, and analyses of voltage waveforms, current waveforms, average diameter, IMH morphology, and 

elimination of the recast layer on IMH walls undertaken. Results showed that step feeding method could 

corrode the residual recast layer at the outlet of IMHs.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The core components of an aerospace engine are turbine blades. The latter are “guide” blades 

and “working” blades, and are required to work at a temperature above the melting point of the material 

of which the engine blade is made [1, 2]. Therefore, film cooling has become a widely applied method 

to prevent the blade from being damaged by high temperature [3]. The most important components of 

the film-cooling method are film cooling holes. These are located extensively on the surface of blades 
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and vanes [4] and with center lines at angles to the tangential direction. The spatial positions of these 

“inclined micro holes” (IMHs) are extremely complicated, and are characterized by small diameters and 

large numbers [5]. Continuous optimization of a turbine engine also imposes strict requirements on the 

quality of the film cooling holes. Processing of film cooling holes must ensure an absence of heat-

affected zones, micro cracks and recast layers [6]. Thus, IMH manufacture has become a key issue for 

the improvement of aeroengine quality. 

McGeough et al. [7] undertook an experimental study on improving surface quality by hybrid 

processing based on electrical discharge machining (EDM) and electrochemical machining (ECM). 

Hung et al. [8] combined EDM with electrochemical polishing, using electrochemical dissolution to 

polish IMH walls after EDM [9, 10]. This method can eliminate the burrs and recast layer, and reduce 

the tapering and roughness, of the IMH wall. Kurita and Hattori [11] investigated the method of 

machining smooth surfaces by electrolytic grinding after EDM. Using deionized water, Chung et al. [12] 

investigated the IMH surface achieved by micro-EDM based on ECM [13] corrosion, and the effects of 

processing factors on surface roughness. Nguyen et al. [14] proposed a processing method in which 

micro-ECM is carried out after micro-EDM during machining. This method can improve the surface 

finish and processing precision. These processing methods can further improve the surface quality of 

IMHs through the cooperation of two processing forms, one before and the other after. Plaza et al. [15] 

discovered that use of a helical electrode in micro-EDM drilling could shorten the processing time, but 

that wearing down of the electrode occurred and the processing cost is increased. Zhang et al. [16] 

postulated an electrochemical discharge drilling (ECDD) method combining EDM and ECM in which 

the two processing modes elicited their effects simultaneously. This processing method features the high-

speed perforation of EDM, the advantages of ECM (no residual processing stress, surface micro-cracks 

or electrode losses [17]) and the surface obtained by composite processing is also smoother [18, 19]. In 

addition, this composite processing method is also effective for the processing of non-metallic materials. 

Garg et al. [20] used an electrochemical discharge machining method to realize the micro-drilling of 

carbon fiber-reinforced polymer composites.  

We undertook ECDD experiments of IMHs to explore the effect of composite processing on the 

structure of IMHs. To further remove the residual recast layer on IMHs, an experiment was carried out 

to optimize the pause time of electrode (PToE) by stopping the tool electrode for a short time after its 

penetration into the workpiece. Experiments revealed that the residual recast layer could be removed 

completely. Finally, IMHs without recast layers were obtained with the optimum PToE. 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

2.1. Method of step feeding  

Figure 1 shows the penetration stage and pause stage of IMHs. The electrolyte flows through the 

inner hole of the tube electrode, and flows out from the exit of the hole during the penetration stage of 

ECDD, and reverse flushing develops rapidly in the side gap. Processing of spark discharge and 

electrolytic processing occur simultaneously. The workpiece anode is penetrated fully, but the 

electrolytic effect occurs only in the lateral gap to corrode the residual recast layer further (Fig. 1). This 
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is because the lateral gap increases more than the spark gap, resulting in the electrolytic effect occurring 

only in the gap.  

Due to the existence of a certain inclination angle, an uneven flow field occurs readily in the 

machining of IMHs. The tube electrode withstands the non-metallic contrast layer after it penetrates the 

workpiece, causing a decrease of the reverse liquid and turbulence of the flow field. These actions can 

result in the remains of the recast layer on the exit of the IMH. To penetrate the IMH completely, the 

tube electrode has a greater depth of feeding. Bending and radial shaking of the tube electrode are 

extremely likely to occur in the presence of the contrast layer. These actions result in an unevenness of 

the flow field and short circuit discharge, which affects the processing stability and elimination of the 

recast layer of the IMH.  

 

Workpiece

Tube 

electrode

Bubble

Spark discharge

EDM particles

ECM precipitate

Working fluid
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Reverse fluid

Penetration stage  Pause stage

 
 

Figure 1. Step processing stages of IMHs (schematic)   

 

Step feeding of electrode can be used to solve the problem of incomplete elimination of the recast 

layer raised by flow-field disturbance during processing. In this method, the tube electrode is stopped 

for a short time when it withstands the non-metallic contrast layer (Fig. 1). The reverse flushing channel 

in the lateral gap can be formed again with flushing and rotation of the electrolyte in sufficient time. The 

recast layer on exit of the IMH can be corroded with sufficient time. This method prolongs the machining 

time of ECM, thereby realizing further removal of the recast layer and achieving processing of IMHs 

without recast layers.  

 

2.2. Machine tool  

Experimental research was undertaken on an electrochemical discharge machine tool. Processing 

of IMHs was realized by rotation of the principal axis (Figs. 2 and 3). The horizontal direction was the 

benchmark. The inclination angle was the angle between the level of the machine tool and the 
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benchmark. We used a six-axis computerized numerical control machine tool that could process film 

cooling holes with complex angles. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Electrochemical discharge machining system 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Photograph of the machine tool of inclined hole 

 

The ECDD system is displayed as Fig. 3. The drilling system comprised a: power supply unit; 

circulation system for working fluid; three-dimensional motion platform; detection unit of voltage; 

recorder of current waveforms. In the working-fluid circulation system, the electrolyte was ejected from 

the inner hole of the high-speed rotating tube electrode, thereby forming a processing channel between 

the electrolyte and workpiece. The tube electrode was clamped in the rotating spindle. Voltage 

waveforms and current waveforms were documented by a memory recorder (8861-50; Hioki, Ueda, 

Japan) during IMH machining. 

 

2.3. Experimental method 

To simulate the true processing of the film cooling holes of the turbine blade, we conducted 
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experiments of electrochemical discharge machining of IMHs at 30°. To improve the surface quality of 

the IMHs and removal of the recast layer, different PToE at the end of the processing was used. Table 1 

lists the main experimental parameters of IMH processing. 

 

Table 1. Main experimental parameters 

 

Parameter Value 

Voltage amplitude 80V 

Peak current 8 A 

Pulse interval 20μs 

Pulse duration 12μs 

Flushing pressure 6.5Mpa 

Working liquid 
3g/L NaNO3 

solution 

Conductivity of 

working liquid 
4mS/cm 

External diameter 

of electrode 
Φ300μm 

Length of electrode 200mm 

Rotational speed of 

electrode 
100rpm 

Material of 

workpiece 

Nickel base 

superalloy 

Thickness of 

working piece 
2mm 

Inclined angle 30° 

Pause time of 

electrode 
0,2,4,6,8s 

 

 

During processing, the memory recorder (8861-50; Hioki) was used to record the voltage 

waveforms and current waveforms, and the processing time of the IMH was recorded simultaneously. 

After machining, the average diameter was measured by a plug gauge and microscope (DVM5000; 

Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). The morphology of the hole inlet and hole outlet was observed by a scanning 

electron microscope (S-3400N; Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). Finally, metallographic examination of the IMHs 

was carried out. Also, the residual recast layer was observed by means of a microscope (DVM5000; 

Leica). 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Waveform analyses 

Figure 4 displays the voltage waveforms and current waveforms during the processing with 

different PToE. Figure 4(a) exhibits the waveform with a PToE of 0 s. When the IMH had been penetrated 

completely, the tube electrode started to retreat. Figure 4(b), (c), (d) and (e) display the waveforms with 

a PToE of 2, 4, 6 and 8 s, respectively. Figure 4(b), (c), (d) and (e) show a slight effect of EDM at the 

beginning of the pause stage, and the absence of the effect of ECM during the posterior segment of this 

pause. This effect was due to the inclined contrast layer against one side of the tube electrode after the 

workpiece had been penetrated. This led to a decrease of the reverse liquid as well as bending and radial 

shaking of the electrode at the beginning of the pause of electrode feeding. With flushing and rotation of 

the electrolyte, the non-metallic contrast layer in contact with the electrode could be washed out and a 

dent was formed. Therefore, the electrode could recover stable rotation and the working fluid in the 

lateral gap could circulate smoothly. 

 

 

 
Voltage waveforms and current waveforms with a PToE of 0 s 

 

 
Voltage waveforms and current waveforms with a PToE of 2 s 
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Voltage waveforms and current waveforms with a PToE of 4 s 

 

 
Voltage waveforms and current waveforms with a PToE of 6 s 

 

 
Voltage waveforms and current waveforms with a PToE of 8 s 

 

Figure 4. Voltage waveforms and current waveforms during processing of IMHs with different PToE 

 

A comparison of Fig. 4(a) and (b) reveals that the pause of electrode prolonged the electrolysis 

time. When the inclined hole is penetrated, the gap between the hole wall and the tube electrode is larger 

than the spark discharge gap, so that only the electrolytic effect is left in the pause phase. This result is 

in agreement with the reports by Zhang [21] and Sumit [22]. Zhang reported that when the lateral gap 

exceeds the critical discharge gap, the removal of the work-piece material is mainly by electrochemical 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1526612513000662#!
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corrosion [21]. Sumit reported that sparks are generated only from the tip of the tool and so the 

diametrical overcut is reduced [22]. Figure 4(b)–(e) indicate that, with an increasing PToE, the longer 

the ECM effect, the better was the effect of removal of the recast layer.  

 

3.2. Analyses of IMH diameters 

A longer time of ECM can also result in an increase of the average diameter of an IMH. The inlet 

diameter and outlet diameter of IMHs at different PToE, with a tube electrode of diameter 300 μm, are 

displayed in Fig. 5. The inlet diameter and outlet diameter presented an increasing trend with increasing 

PToE. Also, enlargement of the outlet diameter was greater than that of the inlet diameter. This effect 

was because the lateral gap in the outlet was smaller than that in the inlet during electrode penetration 

with ECM. The electrochemical efficiency of the outlet was higher, and the reaming effect of the outlet 

was more obvious. The reaming efficiency was worst for a PToE of 2 s, which was due to the: (i) slight 

effect of EDM at the beginning of the pause stage; (ii) short electrolysis time (Fig. 4(b)). 

Figure 6 displays the average diameter (i.e., the average value of the outlet diameter and average 

value of the inlet diameter) and the taper angle at different PToE. The average diameter showed a large 

range of increase: from 471.380 μm to 592.267 μm. This result is in agreement with that from a report 

by Fan et al. They reported that a large pulse on-time caused a large diameter of the IMH [23]. The pulse 

on-time represents the processing time during the pulse period: the larger the pulse on-time, the longer 

is the electrolysis time. Meanwhile, with an increase of PToE, the taper angle decreased almost linearly, 

the taper is reduced by 72.5 percent in total. As explained by Ali et al., the smaller the feed rate, the 

longer is the electrolytic processing time and the smaller is the taper of small holes [24]. That is, step 

feeding of electrode prolonged the electrolytic processing time effectively, and could reduce the taper of 

IMHs. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Inlet diameter and outlet diameter at different PToE 
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Figure 6. Average diameter and taper angle at different PToE 

3.3. Morphology 

IMH morphology after processing was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy. Figures 7 and 

8 show the inlet morphology and outlet morphology of IMHs with PToE of 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 s, respectively. 

The shape of the inlet and outlet was oval, and obvious spurious corrosion on the inlet of IMHs was 

visible. One reason for this phenomenon could be that reverse flushing accumulated on the inlet surface 

and then the electrolysis time became longer at the inlet. Hence, ECD could be used to process well-

shaped IMHs.  

The morphology of the IMH inlet with different PToE is displayed in Fig. 7. The comparison 

between Fig. 7(a), (b) and (c)–(e) show that when the PToE was increased, the IMH wall became 

smoother and the shape more rounded. Hence, step feeding of the electrode could prolong electrolysis. 

Figure 8 shows that the IMH outlet became a more rounded ellipse as the PToE increased. In addition, 

the diameter of the IMH outlet continued to increase due to the longer processing time. In summary, 

when the PToE was >2 s, a better appearance of the IMH could be obtained. 

The morphology of the inclined hole inlet with different PToE is displayed in Fig. 7. The 

comparison between Fig. 7(a), Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c)–(e) shows that when the PToE is increased, the 

hole wall becomes smoother and the shape more rounded. This means that the method of step feeding 

can prolong the electrolysis. The PToE has more impact on the inclined hole outlet. Figure 8 exhibits 

that the morphology of the hole outlet is a more rounded ellipse as the PToE increases. Additionally, the 

diameter of the inclined hole outlet keeps growing due to the longer processing time. In summary, when 

the PToE is longer than 4s, a better appearance of the inclined hole can be obtained. 
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(c) 4 s (d) 6 s 

 
(e) 8 s 

Figure 7. IMH morphology with different PToE 

 

 
(a) 0 s (b) 2 s 

 
(c) 4 s (d) 6 s 

 
(e) 8 s 

Figure 8. Morphology of the IMH outlet with different PToE 
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Figure 9 displays the cross-section morphology of IMHs with different PToE. The flaw of the 

IMH wall decreased with increasing of IMH parameters at different PToE. In particular, Fig. 9(a) and 

(b) show the worst morphology of IMHs. The partial enlargement map shows obvious corrosion pits on 

the IMH wall. When the PToE reached 4s, the defects on the IMH wall were eliminated under electrolytic 

action. This explains that a long electrolysis time could obtain a better surface. This is consistent with 

the conclusion of Zeng et al. They demonstrated that the surface quality can be improved as the feed rate 

decreases, that is, a longer electrolysis time [25]. Therefore, 4, 6 and 8 s were suitable parameters for the 

PToE. Meanwhile, with the increasing of PToE, the decrease of taper is shown directly in Fig. 9(a)–(e).  

 

 
1. 0 s 2. 2 s 

 

 
3. 4 s 4. 6 s 

 
5. 8 s 

 

Figure 9. Cross-section morphology of the IMHs with different PToE  
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3.4. Analyses of the recast layer 

Figure 10 shows the residual recast layer at the IMH outlet with different PToE. Figure 10(a) 

displays the residual condition of the recast layer during no pause of electrode feeding. This layer was 

concentrated at the IMH outlet, whereas the recast layers at the inlet and in the middle of IMHs were 

removed completely. This happened because electrolysis at the IMH inlet was relatively longer than that 

at the IMH outlet. Therefore, the recast layer at the upper part and middle part of IMHs could be dissolved 

completely with sufficient time of electrolysis, and a thin recast layer remained at the outlet because the 

electrolysis time of this part was relatively short.  

Part of the recast layer at the IMH outlet remained when the PToE was set to 2 s (Fig. 10(b)). 

When the PToE was increased to >2 s, the residual recast layer on the IMH wall was removed completely 

(Fig. 10(c)–(e)). The results showed that step feeding of electrode could increase the electrolysis time 

and enhance the effect of electrochemical dissolution at IMH outlet processed by ECDD.  

The IMH wall became smoother as the PToE increased (Fig. 10(a)–(e)). At 0 s and 2 s, the IMH 

wall presented an irregular straight-line shape, or even a slightly curved one. When the PToE reached 4 

s, the curve disappeared, but the straightness of the IMH wall remained poor. When the PToE reached 6 

and 8 s, the quality of the IMH wall had improved considerably. Hence, the pause of electrode improved 

the quality of the IMH wall, and eliminated the recast layer completely. This result is in accordance with 

data from Zeng [26] and Chung [27]. Zeng stated that the surface quality of the workpiece was enhanced 

and the recast layer was removed by combination with ECM [26]. Chung successfully obtained a smooth 

surface with ECM in deionised water [27]. Electrolysis was effective for removal of the recast layer. The 

longer the electrolysis time, the more thorough was the removal. 

 

 
(a) 0 s 

 
(b) 2 s 
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(c) 4 s 

 
(d) 6 s 

 
(e) 8 s 

 

Figure 10. The residual recast layer at IMH outlets with PToE 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

ECDD of IMHs was used to machine the film cooling hole of turbine blades. The effect of 

composite processing on IMH structure was explored. The relevant processing parameters were 

optimized to ensure elimination of the recast layer on the IMH wall. Our study elicited three main 

findings. 

First, with increasing PToE, the electrolytic waveform accounted for a larger proportion of the 

overall waveform during the pause stage of electrode. Hence, step feeding of electrode could prolong 

the electrolysis time. 
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Second, step feeding of electrode could decrease the taper, improve the wall quality, and increase 

the average diameter of IMHs.  

Finally, once the PToE reached 4 s, the recast-layer free processing of IMHs could be realized. 

The longer the PToE, the more thoroughly could the recast layer be eliminated.  
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